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Non-transparent, uncontrollable 
tracking of users across the web needs 

to be addressed and prevented.

Problem Statement for the Web
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Many applications and services need to 
work through the browser to support 

SSO/federated login, and yet federated 
login and tracking tools use the same 
features and are indistinguishable 

from the browser’s perspective.

Federated Authentication Addendum
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Academia is Important But

The experience and 
lead driver of the 

browser vendors is in 
the consumer web.

If you want to succeed, 
think to how you can 
take advantage of as 
many consumer-web 
features as you can.
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Sites use features like cookies for more 
than just authentication and authorization

• Storing user preferences
• Session information across frames
• Demographic info for targeted advertising / 

content

It’s About More Than Just Federation



LEARNING ABOUT 
TRACKING
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How Does Tracking Happen
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HTTP cookies (also called web cookies, Internet cookies, 
browser cookies, or simply cookies) are small blocks of data 
created by a web server while a user is browsing a website 
and placed on the user's computer or other device by the 
user’s web browser.

• First-Party Cookies
• Accessible only by the domain that created it

• Third-Party Cookies
• Accessible to any site at any domain

Cookies
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IP Addresses

Used to identify machines and/or services

• Tracking mitigations for Browser Fingerprinting often impact IP address 
information

• Often used to make authorization decisions in:
• Libraries
• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems
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Browser Fingerprinting

Information collected about the software and hardware of a 
remote computing device for the purpose of identification

Includes capture of information such as
• Browser used
• Fonts used
• Add-ons used
• Browser security configuration
• IP address
• …
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Link Decoration

A method of adding extra information to the URL. Also known as 
“navigation-based tracking”

Used for:
• Query strings
• Some authentication tokens (i.e., “Front-channel”) 
• Tracking information

https://customer.sspnet.org/SSP/Events/2022-Annual-
Meeting/ssp/AM22/Home.aspx?hkey=25db5ee4-3ea6-4a35-8f4a-a6229e9c194a
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Bounce Tracking

Used by trackers to get around third-party limitations, also known as 
redirect tracking

Ø Website A sends the browser to the tracker to get a first-party cookie. 
Ø The tracker then sends the browser on to the user's destination with 

additional information stored in the browser that will allow the 
tracker to ’follow’ the user around the web.

Ø The end-user does not see this transition; they only see Website A and 
then the destination page.



IMPLICATIONS 
FOR ACADEMIA
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Browsers vs Browser Engines

• Browsers = Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge, Brave
• Browser engines = Blink (aka, Chromium), Gecko, WebKit
• Functionality is based on the browser engine more than the browser

• ALL browsers on iOS and iPadOS are actually built on WebKit; WebKit does not 
support third-party cookies

• Edge and Chrome are built on Blink; they will show much the same behaviors when it 
comes to features

This matters when you start troubleshooting why someone can’t get to a 
website or service
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Implications to Remember

• Authentication that uses SAML will continue to work as designed for at 
least the next 1-3 years.

• (except, the ability to globally log out of all SAML sessions)

• WAYF IdP Discovery services will continue to work.

• (previous organizations will likely be forgotten (e.g., 
SeamlessAcccess).

• Services that share information between third-parties in frames (e.g., 
Teams, ILS/LMS) will have mixed results.

• Other features that enable tracking (IP addresses, browser fingerprinting) 
are already breaking, depending on which browser is being used.

• WAYFless linking (link decoration) may be affected depending on 
implementation.
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Timelines

• Apple’s timeline:
• n/a (but they’ve already done a lot of work in this area; they started 

blocking third-party cookies in 2017 as part of Intelligent Tracking 
Protection)

• Mozilla’s timeline:
• n/a (but they’ve turned on Total Cookie Protection by default in June 

2022)

• Google’s timeline:
• https://privacysandbox.com/timeline
• “As developers adopt these APIs, we now intend to begin phasing out 

third-party cookies in Chrome in the second half of 2024.”

https://www.apple.com/privacy/features/
https://blog.mozilla.org/en/mozilla/firefox-rolls-out-total-cookie-protection-by-default-to-all-users-worldwide/
https://privacysandbox.com/timeline
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Want to Learn More?

To be a part of developing the solution (or at least lurk and learn)

• Federated Identity Community Group
• https://www.w3.org/community/fed-id/

• Private Advertising Technology Community Group
• https://www.w3.org/community/patcg/

https://www.w3.org/community/fed-id/
https://www.w3.org/community/patcg/
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Q&A


